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ACTIVE WALWORTH FORUM JULY 15TH 2013 
Open Forum For Community Networking and Support 

 

Establishing links with our neighbours and community isn’t always easy and in these 

difficult economic times when many are feeling isolated and vulnerable support, 

help and advice is ever more vital. 

 

Addressing this is ACTive Walworth, a programme delivered at local community 

centre InSpire, The Crypt at St Peters, Liverpool Grove. London. SE17 2HH. 

 

The programme which began in October 2012 is delivered in partnership with local 

organisations BACKR, Community Action Southwark and Volunteer Centre 

Southwark. These provide training, resources and contacts for participants to 

address the needs of their communities.  

 

ACTive Walworth participant Luis Curay has just been awarded Volunteer Centre 

Southwark’s Volunteer of the Year 2013 for his work with the Latin American 

Community in Walworth.  

Having moved to London with his family from Ecuador, Luis discovered that many 

in his community were suffering from low self-esteem and depression due to 

struggles with employment and language.  

To address this in 1999 Luis organised football matches each weekend in Burgess 

Park which brought his community together giving them an opportunity to exercise 

and socialise. 

The tournaments were a huge success and by 2002 he had over 800 players 

playing in 48 teams.  

In addition Luis has set up English classes for Latin Americans to help with finding 

employment and integration. 

 

ACTive Walworth has been supporting Luis by creating a website for his 

tournament, funding a promotional event for his work in Burgess Park and 

providing space for his English classes. 

 

Following the success of their first forum in April 2013 ACTive Walworth are hosting a 

second forum on Monday July 15th 2013 at InSpire from 6pm – 8pm. 

This will be an evening to meet local residents and ACTive Walworth participants 

plus an opportunity to discuss local concerns with alongside the work that ACTive 

Walworth has been doing. 

Locally sourced food and drink will also be provided. 

 

Entry is free but capacity is limited. If you are interested in attending please email 

alice@in-spire.org.uk call 020 7703 4309 or go to www.activewalworth.com. 

Alternatively drop into InSpire, The Crypt at St Peter’s, Liverpool Grove, SE17 2HH. 


